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RFSEARCH R�ULTS FOR THE TORNADO 

WIND ENERGY SYSTE.'\I: 

ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS 

ABSTRACT 

The Tornado Wind Energy System (TWES) concept utilizes a 
wind driven vortex cont'ined bv a hollow tower to create a low 
pressure core intended to

· 
serve as a turbine exhaust 

reservoir. The turbine inlet flow is provided by a separate 
ram air supply. Numerous experimental and analytical 
research efforts have investigated the potential of the TWES 
as a wind energy conversion system (WECS). The [)resent 
9aper summarizes and analyzes much of the research to date 
on the TWES. A simplified cost analysis incorporating these 
research results is also in cluded. Based on these analyses, the 
T�'IES does not show significant J?I'Omise of improving on 
either the performance or the cost of energy attainable by 
conventional WECS. The J?I'OSpects for achieving either a 
system power coefficient above 0.20 or a cost of energy less 
than $0.50/kWh (1979 dollars) appear to be poor. 

�OMENCLATURE 
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cross-sectional area of TWES tower (=HD) 
surface area of TWES tow� (= 211'"HD) 
turbine swept area (= TT Dt �I 4) 
cost of energy 
power coefficient(= P/112pA�) 
maximum power coefficient 
vortex core diameter 
TWES tower diameter 
turbine diameter 
TWES tower height 
rated power out;>ut 
soiral tower radius 
riiinimum soiral tower radius 
width of solral tower inlet 
tangential·telocity of vortex at radius r 
'lir velocity through turbine 
ireestream wind velocity 

coefficient used in spiral tower equation 
;;>ressure drop across turbine 
vortex circulation (= 2"11' rV ") 
air dens ity 

• 

'lngle used in spiral tower equation 

lNT'lODUCTION 

T':e Torn ado Wind Energy System (TWES) •.vas ;;>roposed by 
.J.T. Yen of the Grumman Aerospace Corp. [1]. The TWES 
conceot �ntrai:!S ambient .vinds to generate a vortex within a 
ho!.lo·.v �ower. The vortex core then serves as a low pressure 
exhaust �eservoir for a vertical axis ;;>repeller-type turbine 
located 'lt the bottom of the tower. The turoine inlet air is 
?roviced by a se9arate ram air supply. 

_-\ ;ketch or the originallv ;Jroposed to.ver configuration is 
shown in Fi•,.ure l. This soiral 3haoed �ower has oeen 
'jff'!sumed to ;rovide the maximum performance attainable bv 
� -:'�vES. H-owever. the spiral conr'iguration is inherently 
i;o:practical for large TWES as it would �equire <Jnidirectional 
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Figure 1. Sketch of a Model for lhe Tornado
Type Wind Energy System. Spiral Tower 
Configuration 

winds. Thus the omni-directional, fixed multi-vane tower 
configuration, such as shown in Figure 2. has been used for 
many of the more recent studies. Howe•1er , the spiral tower 
configu�ation remains useful in ascertaining upper limits for 
potential TWES gerfcrmance. 

Several exoerimental 'lnd analytical research effort.> have 
investicrated the Poten tial of tne TWES as a wind ener-gy 
cc!lver;ion system (WECS). The ?resent ;?a[Jer summarizes 
and analyzes ::1 uch of the researc:1 to date on the TWES. 
Detailed 'lnal•1sis of thes e research results orovides several 
broadlv suooO'rted �onclusions t-egarding prospective T�\-ES 
oerformance. _\s cost a( �nergy is generally the bottom li :1e 
in �valuating a WECS, a simt)lified cost analysis of the TWES 
is al.5o Jresented to furti1er :elineata t!":e ;:>otential Ji the 
T'.VES fer cost competit:ve wind energy conversion. 

-::XP:S?J\!E�T_\L iNVESTIGAT�')� OF T:-iE TWES 

Several eXl_)erimental investigations of the TWES have bee!\ 
;Jer:·.�rmee. includi;:g t!1ose ':ly Yen r2,:J], :\!iller et al �.:,!, 
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Figure 2. Sketch of the Omnidirectional Multi-Vane TWES 

Windrich et aL (5], and Hsu and Ide [6]. These investigations 
have utilized both the spiral and multi-vane configurations 
Cor the TWES, and have studied the effects of several 
parameters, e.g., tower height-to-diameter ratio (H/D) and 
turbine-to-tower diameter ratio (Dt/D), on system 
performance. The results of these research efforts provide 
substantial indications of the potential of the TWES as a wind 
energy conversion system (WECS). 

All of the power coefficients reported by these studies have 
been based on the frontal area HD of the TWES tower, i.e. 

( 1 ) 

For the spiral tower configuration, D is defined as in Figure 3 
and does not include the width of the tower inlet. Use of the 
total cross-sectional area H(D+S), or 

c 9 ( 2) 

·.vould provide powe!' coefficients better suited for 
comoarisons with conventional horizontal and vertical axis 
'Nind turbines as ·.vell as with similar TWES configurations. 
Similarly, use of >ystem 9ower coefficients which include 
turbine, transmission, and generator losses would also prov1de 
more equivalent ':lases for oerformance comparisons. Such 
losses would presumably tot�l at least ::!0%. However, unless 

otherwise stated. oower coefficients present herein for the 
soiral :ower configUration are based on the or!ginal definition 
of tower frontal l!'ea HD and the power available to the 
turbine as in Ec uation (1). ,\J.l :;>ower coefficients [>resented 
for the multi-•iane tower configuration are also based on 
Eauation (l) with D defined as twice the mean radius of the 
va.nes from the tower axis. 

The Exoeri:nental Setups: 0iscussion and C.;mments 

Discussions ,,f the T�ITES experiment.> ?erformed '0y Yen [2,3], 
\l iller et al. [ "1, �ITindrich et ai. [5], and Hsu and !de L6l ·1re 
ore�ente<! below . Of ;Jarticular imoorta.'lce are any ::t!J?arent 
experimental errors ;md uncerta(nties which signlficantlj 
we!iken the results and conclusions obtained during these 
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Figure 3. Top View of TWES Spiral Tower 
Configuration 
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investigations. Any use of the reported results should be 
tempered by an awareness of these errors and uncertainties. 

The Yen Exoeriments 

Extensive research of the TWES has been performed by J.T. 
Yen of the Grumman Aerospace Corporation [2,31. The U.S. 
Federal Wind Energy Program supported two phases of the 
research during the periods of September 1976 through 
February 1978 and Segtember 1978 through April 1980. 
Support has also been provided by the New York State Energy 
Research and Development .-\uthority (NYS-ERDA). The 
initial research phase included an experimental study of two 
small models based upon the unidirectional 3piral towe!.' 
configuration [2]. The spir9l shage is given by 

(:J) 

where 9 is defi ned as in Figure 3 with 90 = ,.,. 12 and, for the 
Yen spiral tower models, rx = 0.129. The chosen tower 
diameters (D) 1vere 12.7 em (5 in) and 25.4 em (10 in), 
col't'eS\)onding to r; = 5 em ( 2 in) and r 0 = 10 em ( 4 in), 
resoectivel''· The �otal spiral tower cross-secticnal area 
H(D+S) is i .JHD for the Yen models. .-\ schematic of t!1e 
experimental set� used by Yen for t:Je spiral tower :noctels is 
shown in Figure 4. The tests ·.vere conducted in the 2.1 rn :: 
3.0 :n (7 ft x 10 ft) Gru:nman Low Saeed Wind Tunnel with this 
setuo !'or both screen-simulated and ')laded turbines. Sevenl 
parameter affecti:lg TWES perfor:nance ·.vere studied. 
including tower height-to-diameter r'ltio (H/Dl, tu:-')ine-to
tower dia:neter ratio (Dt/D), and system size. 

Durin� the second ?hase of F ederaliy funded research on the 
TWES bv Gru:nman \erosoace Coro •• m omnidirectional :!xed 
multi-vane tower was tested ��1. · .\s ".'ltth the smr3l tower, 
t·.vo small -ncdels of the ::n!l:i-vane �onr'iguration. havin;;; 
�iametet'S D = �5.-! em ( l :; i11l and D = 50.3 �:n (:::J in!. 

· resoectivelv, were .vind tunnel tested c? 'lS Ce!'t3. in ::>ote:1tial 
r�vEs ;;>er�:ormanc�. To� and ;ide views of the 'J:nni-
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Figure 4. Experimental Setup with Screen-Simulated 
Turbine, Yen Spiral Tower TWES Model 
[from Ref. 2] 

directional multi-vane tower models are shown in Figures 5 
and o respectively. The tests were conducted in both the 
l .2m x l.Sm (4 ft x 6 ft) Grumman Research and the 4.25 m x 
7m (14 ft x 23 ft} NASA Lan�ley V/STOL wind tunnel. The 
parametel'S investigated during these test:s included tower 
height-to-:iiameter ratio (H/D), vane angle, and turbine wake
•tortex interaction. 
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Figure 6. Experimental Setup, Top-View of Yen Multi-vane 
TWES Model [from Ref. 3] 

Note that the turbine intake for both sets of multi-vane 
tower tests consisted of a ram air inlet, referred to as the 
bottom enclosure in Figure 6, with a cross-sectional area at 
least as large as the tower cross-sectional area. In many 
cases the ram air intake was significantly larger than the 

. ? ? 
TWES model tower, bemg at least 0.155�� (1.67 fr) for the 
Grumman wind tuMel tests and 0.34m (3.6 ft ) for the 
Langley V/STOL wind tunnel tests. T:fe models ral'\�ed in 
cross-sectional area from 0.13 to 0.77m (1.4 to 8.3 ft�) with 
the peak ,ower �ficients, being found with a tower cross
sectional of 0.13m (1.4 rt�). Thus a reduction by at least 
50% of the peak power coefficients reported by Yen for the 
multi-vane tower configuration appeal'S to be warranted. 
Although this reduction has not been incorporated in the 
results reported by the present paper, it should be considered 
when gauging the potential of the TWES as a WECS. Also, 
note that the size of the ram air intake significantly 
impacted wind tunnel blockage effects for the Grumman wind 
tunnel tests. This is apparent in the marked reduction in peak 
c, measured at the Langley V/STOL tunnel relative to that at 
tl"te Grumman wind tunnel, despite the increased size of tha 
ram air intake. 

The New York Universitv Studv (',!iller et al.) 

Experimental research on the TWES has been performed JY 
'viiller et a1 [.l) at �ew York University (NYU) under joint 
support by the New York State Energy Research a..-1d 
Develooment Authoritv (NYSERDA) and the Powe!' Authoritv 
of the "state of �ew York (PASNY). The studv included the 
testing and optimization of a �J.Sl m (2 ft) diameter wind 
tunnel model and atmospheric testing of :1 6.1 m (2!1 ft) 
diamete!' prototype. 

TWES models 0.:31 m (2 ft) in diameter and l. 22 m ( 4 ft) b 
height were tested i!'l the NYU 1.33 m x �.-14 m (8 ft x 8 ft) 
wind tWlnel. Both the soiral and fixed mul ti-vane 
configuratiol13 shown in C'igures 7 J.nd 8, res9ective1y, ·.ve!'e 
emoloved. H owever, as cs.n be seen i:1 ?'igure 7, the turbine 
w� significantly misaligned with the vortex core and most 
lik<Jly ·.vas effectively cest�oying -my vortex generated wit:1in 
the tower. T'hus, 'llthougn �YU found the spir'll tower 
:Jerfcrmance to be onlv i3-�4'''S or' the multi-vane �.ower 
�erformance, thi;; resUlt is suspect due to injudicious 
C>lacement or: t!1e beilmouth inlet in t:-Je �oiral tower ':Jottom. 

·'r;,is ?roblem did not occur in the testing of the multi-vane 
I!Onfiguration. 

The 3.t:nos1Jheric testing cf the 3.1 m 1�0 it) c!iameter :nul ti-
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Figure 8. Top View of Fixed Multi-Vane Tower Model 

Tested by NYU (from Ref. 4] 

vane TWES bv NYU • .vas intended to contir:n the .vind tunnel 
test results. In addition, the effect of increasing system size. 
i.e •. increasing tower diameter at constant height to diameter 
ratio and turbine to tower diam eter ratio, on 7WES 
;:>erformance 'vas also investigated. The tests ·Nere limited in 
scor,>e and therefore inconclusive although t:1e results tended 
to qualitatively support the wind tunnel test results. 

T�e E:roerirnents of Windrich. Henze. md Fricke 

An experimental investigation of the TWES nas al.>o been 
underta!.:en by '.Vindrich, Henze, and Fricke [5]. T!le TWES 
model tested utilized a spir!ll ·�nfigurati on based upon 
Equation (3) with oc = 0.1 and r 0 = 0.1 m (3.94 inl, thu.s 
;Jroviding a tighter >piral than used by Yen. vleasure:nents 
·.�ere made of the tangential velocity distribution, V •• the 
vortex circulation. i..., , and �he vortex core ci•imeter, .:.:�. 
.\vailabie ;;:>ower was deduced from the measurements Sy 
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Figure 9. Sketch of a Circular Model [from Ref. SJ 

Spiral Shape is 
r = r�" '' 

Figure 10. Sketch of a Spiral Model [from Ref. 6] 

assumi ng a rectangular [>ressure distribution based on the 
maximum pressure ceficit found at the vortex cere and a 
diameter determined from the experiments. Thus, these 
experiments d o  not provide a quantitative assessment of 
TWES J?Otentia.1 However, several tower hei�ht to diameter 
ratios (H/D) between 1.5 and 4.5 were used during the tests, 
and the �elative effects of this parameter on T'NES 
performance are r<:!adily asce:-tained. 

The Hsu and !de 3:roe:-iments 

The experimental study 'Jy Hsu and Ice [51, also supported 'Jy 
the U.S. Federal Nind Energ"'J Program, was :ocused vn 
develo9i� m.:t�.ods ior intensifying the vortax g-enerated 
·.vithin the TWES tower. The intensification onethods tested 
i!Jcluded generating a radial int1ow through the inner to.ver 
wall, partial dosing of the �vwer exist, and increa5ing t!le 
number of turns used for the Sl)iral tower configuration. The 
s;>iral tower models were based on t!le configuntion siven 'Jy 
Ecuation (3) with .x = 0.! 0 with tower diameters (D) of. 0.38"1 
(14 in) and ').48m (19 in), corresi)onding to r0 = o.:5;r. (5.9 :n) 
'lnd r0 = 0.3rn (8 in), resl)ectlvely. Total tower l.!ross
se!:!tional .Jrea R(D.,.S) WflS 1.33 H:J. _-\ circ'llar toNer :nodei 

·(:.:=0) .3Sm (14 i:l) in diameter ·.vas llso test�d to r:Jor·� 
closely si::1ulate the multi-vane tower coniiguration. 
Sketches of :he models are shown in Figur"�S 9 and l D. The 
radial inflo;•r was added to the vortex '10\'1 :hrough sic·� 



screens on the inner tower walls as shown in both figures. 
The inflow was generated by utilizing the dynamic pressure 
differential between the freestream and the vortex at the 
inner tower walL 

The models were tested in a 1.22m x l.22m (4 ft x 4 ft) open 
cycle low speed wind tunnel at Iowa State University with a 
maximum attainable wind speed of 7 m/s (15.7 mph). �o 
blockage corrections are incl.uded in the reported results. 
However, blockage effects may have been significant, 
especially for the interaction between the tunnel flow and the 
tower exit wake. All of the measurements were made with 
screen-simulated turbines either lOcm (4 in) or Scm (2 in) in 
diameter . 

Results of the Exoe!'imental Studies 

Of primary importance in gauging the potential of the TWES 
as a wind energy conversion system is determining both the 
maximum attainable performance and which geometric, 
operational, and environmental parameters significantly 
affect the l,)erformance of the TWES. The following s�tions 
summarize the effects of these oarameters and the maximum 
power coefficients found in the· emerimental studies of Yen 
(2,31, '!!iller et aL [4], Windrich, Henze, and Fricke [51, and 
Hsu and Ide [6]. Results are presented, and correlated when 
a;>propriate, for all three TWES tower configurations tested, 
i.e., spiral, circular, and multi-vane. 

Tower Height-to-Diameter Ratio (H/D) 

The experiments by Yen showed that for constant turbine-to
tower diameter ratio (Dt/D), the TWES power coefficient 
decreases with increasing tower height-to-:iiameter ratio 
(H/D) for both the spiral and the multi-vane tower 
configurations. This relationshi!;l was confirmed by Windrich 
et al. with the spiral tower model, and a similar result was 
obtained by '!!iller et aL for the multi-vane tower model. A 
pl?t of maximum or peak power coefficient (co.ma. ) versus 
HI'J for Dt/D = 0.3 based on the Yen results obtamea for the 
spiral tower model with screen-simulated turbines is shown in 
Figure ll. These results indicate that c is inverselv 
proportional to HID within the tested range of H/D = 2.1 to 
:i/'J = 4.2. The ranges of HID tested by Yen with the multi
vane tower and by Windrich et aL with the spiral tower were 
l to 6 and 1.5 to 4.5, respectively. 

Turbine-to-Tower Diameter Ratio (D./D) 

The power coefficient (c'J) was found by Yen to increase with 
increasing turoine-to-tower diameter ratio (Dt/D) for the 
;piral tower •node!. A plot of the Yen results for c0 m ax as a 
function of Dt/D with H/D = 2.1 and screen-simulated 
turbines is shown in Figure 12. Based on these results, 
c'J ::tx is ;Jroportional to D.ID within the tested range of 
JJt:IB :: 0.1 to DtiD = 0.3. :Vleasurements made by Yen with a 
Jladed tur!:>ine showed a simiiar effect with Dt/D varied from 
0.2 to 0. i. Tests of the circular tower modei by Hsu and Ide 
cor.�obora�ed this .resuit as cD was foun� to be higher �or 
Dt,D = 0.:.1 than tOt' Dt/D = 11.105. The mc�ease m c0 w1th 
increasing Dt/D indicates that the vortex core diameters 
.:xceeded t!le turbine diameters for both sets of experiments. 

S•:';tem Size 

3oth Yen and Hsu and Ide achieved an improvement in spiral 
tow·er per�ormance by increasing the rnodei size while 
;.:eeoing H/D and D./D constant. For D.,'D = 0.3 and H/:J = 
., 1 .. v . ... . . '-.. ?nt � n "' ... -'· ,, , ;:n obtamed an mcrease m c? .-na x ot 8- :o trom.O.v3.;, .o 
O.Q6 '1Slng the s:::mal towi!r mO'dei .v1th screen-s1:nulated 
turbines. Ho·.vever. both the Yen .1nd the Hsu and Ide tests 
were limited to onlv t•.vo different tower >izes and therefore 
cannot be extraoolated to the tower >izes necessarv for full 
scale T�'lES. Furthermore, the smal sizes of the models 
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Figure 12. Variation of c •. mu with Turbine to Tower Diameter 
Ratio (0,/0) Based on Yen Experiments [2] 

tested provided Reynolds numbers limited to the lam inar and 
transition ranges \Vhich also precludes extrapolation to full 
s cale TWES in the turbulent range. For the multi-vane tower 
configuration, '!!iller et aL found no significant �rformance 
improvement between the IJ.51 m (2 ft) diameter wind tunne l 
model and the 6.1 m (20 ft) 9rototype, 1lthough wind shear 
effects on the :;>rototype due to the atmospheric boundary 
hyer may 1ave mitigated any size effects between the two 
measurements. Thus these !''!Suits do not :;>rovide cont!iusive 
:;>roof regarding any 'Jeneficial '>ize effec ts on r.•/ES 
[)erf orm ance. 

T'.ll'bine Wake-Vort�x Interacticn 

For both the spiral :md muiti-vane tower configurations. the 
Yen result> indica te '.:hat the tur:;,ine wake can adverse!·.; 
affect vortex strength and ava ilable vortex CJower. ?or '.:he 
s9irai tower model ·.vith tl":e bla•.:ed tur�ine, the maximum 
po•,ver coefficient found 'Jy Yen 'vas 0.13 for D •. 'D = 0.4 '.L1d 
H/D = '!.l. Howevero� the e? values Nere"' based up:on 
aooroxi:7tate :neasu;-ements of ' .. :.ooarent wailabie vort"!X 

·;:Jo\·1er and the maximum c.;> based - :![)On tur'Jine si1aft ;;>ower 
out;?Ut ·.vas 0.045 or .t •. )J:S. oecause the turoine ·.vas extre,necy 
crude and inef:'icient, 0perating ·1t 1 deduced �ifi.�iency or 
2j"!, for ;>eak c? conditions, the turbine wake '�·:)nt.J.ined 



5ignificant angular momentum coincident with the circulation 
of the vortex. Thus the potentially adverse effects of axial 
turbine wake flow may have been mitigated by a rotational 
comoonent in the wake. In comoarison, the maximum J?OWer 
coefficient, based on available "vortex power, measured by 
Yen for the spiral tower model with screen simulated turbines 
providing axiil wake flow, was 0.06 for Dt/D = 0.3 and H/D = 
2.1. 

For the multi-vane tower model with a bladed turbine, Yen 
found that power coefficients obtained with coincident wake 
and vortex rotation exceeded by more than 25% those 
obtained with opposite wake and vortex rotation. Also note 
that both the Yen multi-vane tower tests and the Hsu and Ide 
tests obtained generally decreasing power coefficients with 
increasing freestream wind velocity (V.., ). An explanation for 
this result could be increasingly destructive effects of a fixed 
diameter turbine wake on increasingly smaller diameter 
vortex cores produced 'cry the higher freestream wind 
velocities. 

Thus any turbine wake component other than rotation 
coincident with the vortex circulation apparently has an 
adverse effect on power available to the turbine. This result 
is important as high efficiency turbines characteristically 
have axial wake t1ows and thus high eif iciency and low 
efficiency turbines may :;>rovide essentially equivalent ?QWer 
coefficients based on turbine shaft power output. 

Partial Closure of the Tower Exit 

Hsu and Ide obtained a significant increase in cp by ;;>artially 
closing the exit of the spiral TWES tower. ThlS :;>resumably 
further confined and stabilized the vortex. As shown in 
Figure 13, for the 0.36 m (14 in) diameter spiral tower model, 
c;> was maximized by limiting the exit opening to 0.60. 
d 0.25,..----------------------. 
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Figure 13. Power Effic iency vs. Top Hole Opening Size for 
the 0.36 m (14 in) in Diameter Spiral Model with 
No Radial Inflow Supply [from Ref. S) 
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Figure 14. Power Effic ienc y vs. Spiral Turns for the 0.35 m 
{14 in) in Inner Diameter Spiral Model with No 
Radial Inflow Supply (from Ref. 6] 
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The correspond ing increase in c0 exceeded 5u%. .-\11 
subsequent tests of the Sl:)iral towe'r model by Hsu and Ide 
incorporated this finding. For the 0.48 m (19 in) spiral towe!" 
model, Hsu and Ide chose to close off exit flow from the iniet 
region of the tower. 

Number of Sgiral Tower Turns 

Hsu and Ide also attem9ted to increase e0 by increasing the 
number of turns for the spiral tower modeL However, as �an 
be seen in Figure 14, adding turns to the model adversely 
affected c , with the maximum c foWld with two turns being 
only -15;p of that foWld with oJle tum. These low c.P were 
apparently due to increased friction losses an<r flow 
separation. Based on this finding, the optimum number of 
turns for the spiral tower configuration is approximately one. 

Radial Inflow/Vortex Intensification 

Hsu and Ide found that performance can be enhanced by a 
radial inflow through screens on the inner wall of the TWES 
as shown in Figures 9 and 10. The vortex intensifying inflow 
was generated by the dynamic pressure head between the 
rreestream and the vortex at the inner tower wall. For the 
circular tower model maximum cr.> was increased 
approximately 80% by adding the radial iliflow to the bottom 
third of the tower. For the spiral tower models, the increase 
was only 15 to 30% with an optimum side screen height of 
0.1 H. The lower increase found with the spiral configuration 
would be expected as the spiral shape naturally induces radial 
inr1ow due to decreasing radius of curvature and thus addition 
of artificially induced radial inflow is less effective. 

Vane Angle 

The Yen multi-vane tower models utilized O.lm (4 in) 
inflexible, uncambered, symmetrical vanes with 0 .08m (3 in) 
flexible extension flaps for a total vane width of O.l8:n (7 
in). Similarly, the vanes employed by Miller et al. in the NYTJ 
study were inflexible. I.Blcambered louvers up to 0.13m (7 in) 
[n width. Vane angle for both 5tudies was defined as the 
angle be the straight section and the tangent of the tower 
circumference. Best performance results .ve�e obtained ':>y 
Yen for small vane angles (.-30") with concave inward fla�s 
and for large vane angles ( -65"') with concave outward flaps, 
with the large vane angle performance being slightly 
greater. 'IIiller et al. found optimum performance at the 
small vane angle of approximately 20· and no optimum for 
the large vane angles. The differences between the Yen and 
:'.Iiller et ii.l. �esults are most ;>robably due to the fle�jble 
extension flaps added to the Yen models. 

The Chimnev Effect 

uuring testing of the multi-vane tower by :.1iller et al., the 
tower was wrat;>ped to measure the cont:"ibution of the 
chimney effect on T�'/ES [)erformance. The chimney effect is 
an upward ::ow througn the tower generated by the viscous 
airt1ow across the too of the to we�. '\!iller et al. found that a. 
;vra[)ped multi-vane. tower utilizing :r.e chimney e:'fect 
provided a ?Ower ou�t;�ut nearly equivalent to that :n t::e 
multi-vane TWES tower with optimum vane angle. The 
chimney effect [Jressure dro9, nearly constant across the 
tower bottom, ·.vas approximately equal to the maximum 
:;>ressure drop foWld in the vortex core of the unwrapped 
tower. Thus for the multi-vane tower configuration, :!1e 
vortex flow may -'Jnly minimally augment the ?OWer ;?rovided 
by the chimney effect. 

'.ta:d.mul"" ?ower Coeffici3!1t3 

The 11aximum ::>r 9eak ?OWer eoerficients, determined 
exoerimentally by Yen [�,31, \'!iller "t at. [4], and Hsu and 
Ide [5l for the various t::>wer config>Jrations. ;uoe >hown ':1 
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tower shal?e turbine radial int1ow D(m) HID Dt/D c 1 
p,max· 

Yen Sl?iral screens no 

Yen spiral bladed no 

Hsu and Ide circular screens no 

Hsu and Ide circular screens yes 

Hsu and Ide spiral screens no 

Hsu and Ide spiral screens yes 

Yen3 multi-vane bladed no 

Yen4 multi-vane bladed no 

:VI iller et al. multi-vane bladed no 

0.25 2.1 

0.::!5 �.1 

0.36 1.6 

0.36 1.6 

0.48 1.2 
0.48 1.2 

0.25 2.0 
0.61 2.0 

0.25 2.0 

0.30 

0.40 

0.29 
0.29 

o.:H 
0.21 

0.40 

0.33 

0.40 

0.06 

0.18 

o.os 
0.15 

0.::!2 

0.26 
0.11 

0.08 

0.027 

0.04 

0.12 

0.16 

0.19 

Table 1. :VIaximum TWES l?ower Coeificients-EX!;lerimental Results of 
Yen [2,3], �Iiller et al. [4], and Hsu and Ide [61 

Table 1. The peak values based on both the tower areas HD 
and H(D+S) are presented for the spiral tower. The Yen 
results for the multi-vane tower are derived from the 
maximum average .ll.P measured across the turbine. The 
tower and turbine dimensions for which each c9 max ;vas 
found are also shown in Table 1. ' 

The discrepancies between the respective tests of each tower 
configuration are largely attributable to differences in model 
geometries. Sl?ecifically the Hsu and Ide spiral tower models 
incor;>orated l?artial exit closure and smaller H/D and Dt/D 
ratios than those of Yen. Similarly, the Yen multi-vane 
tower results should be reduced to reflect the use of ram air 
inlets exceeding the tower cross-sectional areas. These 
,jifferences, as well as potential size and wind tunnel 
blockage effects, need to be factored into any comparisons of 
the results. When done so the maximum power coefficients 
comoare favorably for each of the TWES tower 
configurations. 

The results presented in Table l demonstrate the marked 
reduction in the !;}OWer coefficients found with the multi-vane 
TWES '1!odels, indicating that use of an omnidirectional tower 
·iesign may incur a significant l?erf ormance penalty relative 
to unidirectional designs such as the spiral conf i guration. 
!Iowever. an omnidirectional tower design would be necessary 
to l)ermit use of winds from all directions. 

T�-!E•JRETIC.\L ANALYSES OF THE TWES 

Several theoretical >tudies have attempted to analyze the 
?erfor mance attainable by the Tornado Wind Energy System. 
These include the numerical analysis by Ayad [7 ,8} and the 
matl'tematical solutions derived bv Yen [21, Miller et al. (41, 
·vindrich et al. [51, Hsu and Ide ·[6], Loth (9,1 0], Hsu et al. 
[ll], So [l2l as improved by Johnston and Eaton [l3l, Chen 
[1�1. .J.'1d Rangwalla and Hsu [15]. .-\lthough many lack 
suffieient eXI)e!"imental verification. some quantitative and 
;na'ly quaiitat:ve results can be ob tained from these 
.malytical models. 

?jumerical .\nal·Jsis of �he T'NES 

Tr,e r.umer!cal analysis af .\yad [7,3] employed the uni
:lirectional spiral tower c.>onfiguration on the ass uml?tion that 
it would :;>rovide an ul)pe::- limit to the I)Otential ;>erformance 
of :he Y:midirectional multi-vane T�VES tower. The i:1itial 

l ':)ased on :ower front'll are a HD 
·� ':lased on tote.i s;>iral tower �ront::>l ;U"ea H(D-..S) 

3 Gr·1mman ·vind tunnel results 
� �angley V/STOL wind tcmnei �'3stllts 
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effort by Ayad was to establish the validity of the numerical 
model relative to eX�?erimental data. Coml?arisons with the 
data of Yen [2], as shown in Figures 15 and 16, indicated that 
the model is adequate for predicting mean flow values and 
:;>er formance for TWES. The ensuing study by .\yad analyzed 
the effects of several geometric and environmental 
l?arameters on TWES l?erf ormance. A uniform axial turbine 
flow was assumed to enable calculation of !?Ower coefficients 
(c

0
). The results of the Ayad 3tudy of the TWES are 

summarized below. 

Tower Height-to-Diameter Ratio (H/D) 

In agreement ·Nith the experimental results of Yen [2,3], 
\Iiller et al. [4], and Windrich et al. [5], Ayad determined that 
increasing HID adversely affects TWES performance. .\s 

0.0 ..------------, 

-1.0 

g. -2.0 
Q 
C) 

;;; 
� -3.0 
a: 

� ·5.0 

-6.0 
Lagend 

o E;..penment oy Yen ( 2] 

Present Calculations (7] 

-7.0 �---:-l-:::--�---:'-::--::"-::--� 
�0 �2 J.� 0.6 0.8 1.0 

NC1-CimenSIOnal RadiUS 

Figure 15. Radial Distributions of Pressure Drop 
at the Bottom of the Closed Bottom 
Tower. Values Normalized by 
112 (pV�2) [from Ref. 7] 
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0.00 ._ _ __..._ __ .__. __ .__, _ __,� 
0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 

Disc Loading Coefficient 

Figure 16. Comparison Between Power C oefficient 
Obtained for Closed Bottom Tower, 
Tower with Simulated Turbine Flow and 
Experiment by Yen [from Ref. 7] 
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1 .0 -

0.8 1-"' 
_g 
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0.2 1-

0.0 

Reynolds Number- 1 .5 10' 

Ratio of Turbine to 

lower Oiams. -0.420 

I 
0.5 

I 
I 

� 
I 

0.9 i.O 1.5 2.0 
Tower He1ght To Oiam. Ratio 

Figure 17. Variation of Power Coefficient with Tower 

Height-to- Diameter Ratio (from Ref. 8] 

shown in Figure 17. c., was found to be inversely proJ?ortional 
to H/D for t!':e H/D r·an g<:! of 1 to 1.9. Yen [21 obtained the 
same �esuit with the s;>iral tower for H/D :> �.1. Because 
T;�·Es vortex decay ·.vould be assymetric, an H/D of 0.9 was 
estimated bv .\vad to be the lower limit of validity for the 
svmmet�ic ·model md a minimum :i/D of 1.0 was 
�ecommended for the TW'2S. 

Tur':line-to-Tower l)iameter llatio ID./D) and T•1rbine 
iVa!<a-··/ortex Interaction 

Avad found that the variation of TWES [)erformance as :i 
function of D ./D ·.vas �losely related to the effects oi tt:roine 
·vake-•tortex interaction. .\s C!!.n be seen in E'igure 13. �a 
::,ased on the eiosed bottom vortex �ressure distr:bution .>aS 
found to continuously in�rease for Dt;D < 0.3. However, the 
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0.5 ,--------------, 

c "' 
� 

0.4 

3 0.3 

(.) 
Q � 0 0.. 

0.2 

Reynolds Number- 4.3 x 10' 

Legend 

C Closed-Bottom Calculations 
• Turbine . Flow Simulated 

Turbine-to-Tower Diameter Ratio 

1 0 

Figure 18. Comparison of Maximum Power 

Coefficients for a Simulated Turbine 
Flow and a Closed-Bottom Tower 
[from R ef .  7] 

0.0 .---------------, 

o Simulatea Turb1ne Flow 0, 0 0.4 
� Simualted Turb•ne Flow o. D -0.5 

·8 0 '---...J.--...J.--..L..--1-..--J 
0.0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 i.O 

��on C1mensiona1 Radius 

Figure 19. Comparison of the Radial Distribution 

of Pressure Drop in the Tower for the 
Case of a c:o sed B ottom Tower and 
Those with a Simulated Turbi ne Flow 
(values normalized by 1/2 Vz =) [from 
Ref. 7] 

results indicate that with simulated turoine f:o·v, a maxirnum 
c occurs at a Dt/D of �o.� for ::•e assumed �ower l:Ue: <ind 
�Grbi:le !1ow condition. The lasses i:t c, �e�ative to the closes 
bottom �alculations are an erfect of trie turt:>ine wake-v.Jr:.�:' 

b.teraction. The turbine waka flow adversely affects '/Ort�:< 

strength causing a ;:;everely diminished pressure cro9 in the 
vortex core :iS 3hown ln Figure 13. '{ote that the ;:1c�ease in 
c ·.vith increasin<T ;).;'D for :J./D < 0.� :md the ·J.dvepse ;:> � ' -
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Figure 20. Effect o f  Atmospheric B oundary Layer 
on the Power Coefficient [from R ef. 8] 
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Figure 21. Effect of Systems Size on the 
Performance of Tornado· Type 
Win d Energy Systems [from R ef. 8] 

erf ects of turoine •.va.ke-vortex interaction were 
demonstrated exoerimentallv bv Yen [2,3]. Hsu and Ide [6] 
a.lso experimentally verified ilic�easing c0 with increasi ng 
Jt/D, albeit for =>tiD < 0.21.  -

Atmosaheric Bo•tndarv Laver Effects 

Tl-]e e;oeri mental �esults obtained to date for the TWES have 
'Jeen generatea in 'Nind tunnels ·.vith uniform r1ow. Ayad 
analyzed the ;>otential effects of wind shear, such as found in 
the atmospheric boundary !aye:-, on TWES 9erformance. 
. \ssuming a one-sevent h ?Ower law boundary layer with the 
;reestream wind velocity at :he tower top equivalent to the 
uniform freest�eam ·.vind velocity, c\yad calculated reductions 
in ;>ower ::>f U? to 29"6 in c� m!;)aring the boundary layer results 
to those •.vit h  uniform l1ow. These results are shown in F igure 
�0 and indicate that �he strength of the vortex Nithin the 
::Ott(Jm re·giJn of the tower significantly affects T'NES 
;>erformance. This finding :S corroborated by the experi ments 
)f :-!su and Ide [6] in which the radial in!1ow added near the 
tower C)ottom ?las found to be ,nost effective. Yen [2] :llso 
·:iis co vered consi ·:erable boundary layer effects during testing 
of the soiral tower model. 
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Size Effects 

Results obtained by Ayad indicate that -.vith H/D and D /D 
held constant, the performance of small spiral T;�ES 
improves with increasi ng syste m  size for D <  Sm (26.2 ft}. 
Hc·.vever, as shown in Figure 2 1  the rate of increase 
diminishes as D approaches the 8m limit. While increasing 
tower diameter from 0.5m (1.64 ft} to l.Om (3.28 ft} improves 
performance by ,... 2396, increases from 2m (6.6 ft) to 4m (13.1 
ft) and from 4m ( 1 3. 1  ft) to 8m (25.2 ft} only increase 
performance by 596 and 1 96, respectively. Thus, for the spiral 
tower <!Onfiguration, power coefficients would apparently be 
independent of syste m  size for tower diameters i n  excess of 
8m (26.2 ft). 

:\Ialdmum Power C oefficient 

Based on a synthesis of the Ayad results, the predicted 
maldmum power coefficient, c ma for the TWES would be 
approldmately 0.20 for H/D = 11:' ana Dt/ D  = 0.4. Note that 
the Ayad analysis did not mclude either partial closing of the 
tower exit or addition of radial inflow through an inner tower 
·.vall, both of which might increase this !;)rediction. 

''Iathematical Derivations of TWES Performance 

The mathematical solutions for TWES performance derived by 
Yen (21 , Miller et al. [41 , Windrich et al. (51 , Hsu and Ide [61 , 
Loth [9, 1 0] ,  Hsu et a!. (11] , So [12] , .Johnston and Eaton [ 1 3] ,  
Chen [141 , and Rangwalla and Hsu [15) are all dependent on 
several underlying assumptions, idealizations, and/or 
approximations. These include assumed tower inlet velocity 
profiles, laminar and/or radially unbounded vortex flow, and 
assumed vortex velocity profiles. Also the turbine wake
vortex interaction is generally neglected as insignificant or 
ill>Olvable. :vtany of these idealizations and assum;:>tions, lS 
well as insufficient experimental verification, severely lim it 
the validity of TWES performance predictions obtained from 
these analytical models. However, several conclusions 
regarding TWES performance can be correlated bet·.veen 
model results. 

Tower Height-to-Diam eter Ratio (H/D) 

.-\s with the previously discussed experimental md numerical 
studies of the TIVES, the inverse relatior.ship between c') and 
H/D , i.e., decreasi ng c0 with increasi n� HiD, was 01gain 
demonstrated by the models which i ncorpora�ed analysis of 
this [)arameter. 

Turbine-to-Tower D iameter Rat io r:. ./Dl 

The anal vsis of :VIil l  er et a!. for the m :.:l ti  ·vane tower 
obtained i:m O!;)ti:num Dt!D of 0.336. This is close to the 
results obtained for the spiral configuration. The ��tiller et al. 
experiments em ployed a Dt/D of 0.33 [�] . 

The theoreti cal model cevelooed bv '.!iller et al. also 
analyzed the e!'fects of •tar;.'ing vane angle for the m ulti-vane 
tower. The derivation included the assumoticn of 
sim ultaneous creation. confinement. and concentration ')t the 
vortex within the tower. The maximum ')ower coefficient 
·.vas found to be -w O.�O for 9. vane or louver angle of -l.5.5" . 
However, the exoerimental ·11ork '::Jv �·Iiller et .11. found 
simultaneous confinement and concentrat:on infeasible .vi t:J 
insufficient confi:1ement at .t5.5' . For the e10erimentali•: 
determined Ol;>timum or' �o·,  the '>! iller et al. :node! predic�ed 
a ?eak powe� coefficient of .� •J.045 which compares 
fav::>re.bly with the experimental result oi 0.027. 

Vortex I1t�nsific":tticn 

S<:!veral of 
;>err'ormance 

the analvtical nodels oredict i ncrea�ed 
by l ntensirication Jr 5t�e-ngthening of the 



vortex, thel:'eby reducing the vortex core diameter. These 
predictions range up to a cubic increase in power coefficient 
with decreasing vortex core diameter. Vortex intensification 
was achieved ex"Perimentally by Hsu and Ide [6] with both the 
circular and the spiral tower configurations by adding radial 
inflow through an inner tower wall. However, an increase in 
the number of turns employed by the spiral tower had the 
opposite effect of weakening the vortex. 

COST .\NAL YSIS OF THE T WES 

An approKimate but very sim ple cost analysis of the TWES 
can be based upon the research results detailed in the 
previous sections. Here the analysis will employ the multi
vane tower configuration and use the perfOl"mance and cost 
characteristics of the MOD-2 2.5 :.tW horizontal axis wind 
turbine as a baseline fOl" comparison [161 .  Use of the :.tOD-2 
characteristics graphically contrasts the potential of the 
TWES for cost effective wind energy conversion. 

From a synthesis of the research performed on the T WES, a 
peak system power coefficient of 0.1 0 appears to be a 
reasonable expectation of potential TWES performance 
suitable for estimating a cost of energy. Optimistically a 
i_)eak system c0 of 0.20 might be attainable. In comparison 
the �1100-2 has a oeak svstem c of 0.375 [lSI . The MOD-2 
and approximate TWES dim ensioRs are shown in Table 2 with 
the TWES geometry based on H/D=l and Dv'D=0.35. The 
effects of wind shear, due to differing mean tower heights, 
are incorporated in the TWES dimensions shown. Also 
included in the table are estimates of the total surface area 
of the vanes co mprising the tower. As the vanes would 
presumably be hollow (or double-walled) and overlapping, the 
total surface area is assumed to be approximately twice that 
of a cylinder of equivalent height and diameter, i.e., 
2 x ,-HD. Thi3 surface area is used to estimatg the 
construction cost of the tower. Note that due to the required 
vane overlao the actual surface area of a multi-vane T WES 
tower may be significantly higher. 

C onstruction of a T'NES tower would be similar to that of a 
large natural draft cooling tower. The least expensive 
construction technique 'NOuld likely be slip-fOl"med concrete 
fabrication. However, due to the large size of a 2.5 :VIW 
TWES, a uniform cross-section, necessary for slip-forming, 
may not be feasible, and the slower more expensive technique 
of j ump-forming, such as used for the cooling towers, may ')e 
required. .\ll cost estimates [)resented below are based on 
slip-for ming a concrete tower for the TWES. The origilll�J 
cost estimate 'oy Y en [2! for a concrete tower was $0.9 1 / m "  

T WES 

3.05 0. 1 0  

2.3 :ilW �.5 ;.I �V 
H/D 

0.35 0 .35 
,, 

.n , aoo m2 
24,50 0 m "'  

(467, 000 t't2l (26-!,00 0 ft 2) 

!) 

Dt 
:n-:an t.hub) 

height 

.-\3 

208.2m (683 ft) 
20:3.2;n (583 ft) 
72.9rn (23 9 ft) 

lO·U ;n (342 ft) 

� 
272 ,000 m " .

, ( ·� .930.000 ft-) 

l 56 .5 m  (5 1 3 ft) 

1 5 1J .5m ( 3 1 3 ft) 
54.3 '11 ( 1 30 ft) 
7'3.3:n (Z37  ft) 

" 
;_ .;� , QOO m --

( 1 . 360,000 f��) 
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($3/ft2) o f  tower surface area. Two sources who have been 
involved in the design and construction of large natural dr�t 
cooling towers were contacted to corroborate this esti mat"' 
[17 ,l8l . Written communication from these sources pro vi dad 
the following: 

"I consider slip-fOl"med concrete as a most appropriate 
construction technique for your application. It lends 
itself in particular to tall structures with a uniform 
cross section such as the fixed vertical airfoil towers. 
Full circle structural elements can be accom mooated 
easily by proper design of the moving forms and a 
start/stop placing technique to provide a monolithic and 
high strength structure. The airfoil sections might even 
be slipped as hollow members. An 8" wall is probably 
near the lower limit of acceptable thickness, but it 
would probably depend on the redundancy of the 
structural sysliem. Sections as thin as 6" have been 
slipped. $3/ft seems low by a factor of perhaps l 0 for 
1 979 costs of construction. Again, this depends on the 
final structural design and the height. Slip forming, 
being an extrusion process, becomes cheaper with height 
and consequent amortization of form fabrication costs 
over volume extruded. Permanent (m etal) forms may 
also be reusable and thus further decrease costs." [l'il 

"it would seem, by preliminary inspection of the 
sketches and model photos, that the airfoil sections 
could be slipped as hollow members. This technique 
could provide a basis fOl" determining a ver:y preliminary 
budget estimate opinion, and would require structural 
engineering verification as to vane wall thickness and 
reinforcing steel requirements. Twenty to thirty dollars 
per square foot for the sum of the vane surface area 
would provide an approximate budget estimate of the 
structure cost.'' [18) 

Thus a conservative estimate of ?TWES t�wer construction 
costs would a��ear to be $9.!5/m� ($30/ft"') in 1 97 9  dollars. 
Ccst estimates for the �WES tower are shown in Table ::: for 
peak system power coefficients of t1.05, 0 . 1  O, and 0.20. Tl".e 
estimated mature product ( l OO th unit) turnkey cost of the 
MOD-2 updated to 1979 dollars. is shown for comparison 
[161 . Ccst of energy (COE) for each system can 'Je estimat-=d 
by using the equation: 

0. �0 

·2 .3  :\lW 

0.35 
� l 2 .800m"' 

( 1 38,000 ft:!) 
l l 3.3m (372 ft) 
l l 3.3;n (372 ft) 
:39 .6m ( 130 ft) 
3 6 . 6 m  ( 1 86 ft) 

80. 300 :-n 2, 
367.�00 l't"') 

VIOD-2 

:). 375 
::!.5 .'. I W 

" 
5,571) ;n - '  

(70, 70 0 ft"'\ 

9 i .5  m (300 f�) 
i:i i :n  (20 0 ftl 

fable � .  TWES D imensi ons (for c;J, m ax = 0.15 .  0 . 1 0 ,  and 0.::!0) C:om;Ja:ed to '.IOD-� :Jimensions 
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cp, max 
P R 

annual energy 
output (kWh) 
capital cost 

cost of energy 
(COE) 

0.05 

2.5 :\1 \V 

9,750,000 

$87,900,000 
$ 1.62/kWh 

T':'IES 

0.10 

2.5 :.rw 
9,750,000 

$49,700,000 
$0.9 1/kWh 

0.20 

2.5 :'iiW 
9,750,000 

$�6,000,000 
$ 0.48/kWh 

:viOD-� 

0.375 

2.5 .YI IV 

9,750,000 

$2,000,000 
$0.04/k\Vh 
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Table 3. Comparison Between TWES Tower and �IOD-2 Cost Estimates (1979 Dollars) 

Assuming a �ixed charge rate of 1 8"6 and an annual energy 
outout for both svstems of 0.445 x 2500 kW x 3760 hours = 
9, 750,000 kWh. · The 0.445 or 44.5"6 capacity factor is 
predicted for the MOD-2 in a 6.3 m/s (14 :nph) site (16) and 
shown in Table 3, the estimated COE in 1 97 9  dollars for the 
TWES, based upon ':he tower cost only, would be $ 1.62 per 
kWh for co.max = 0.05, $0.91 per kWh for c;,, max = 0.10, 
and 0.48!1<\Vh for c, rna."< = 0.20. Note that tnese COE 
reflect tower costs ·only. These estimates compare very 
unfavorably with the estimated COE for the i.'\IOD-2 in 1 97 9  
dollars of $0.04 (141 . The C O E  o f  a TWES ·.vould apparently 
exceed that of a MOD-2 by more than one order of 
magnitude. This result is corroborated by Kornreich, Kottler, 
and .Jennings (19] when compared under equivalent 
performance assumptions. 

The tower cost would be the cost driver in a TWES 
installation. The balance of system costs would approximate 
those of the �IOD-2 without the tower support. Although the 
smaller rotor would reduce the required gearing ratio and, to 
a lesser extent, the gearing costs, the rotor would presumably 
be a cross between a m any bladed gas turbine and a wind 
turbine and therefore would be more exoensive on a $/unit 
swept area basis. Yen (2] estim ates the per unit swept area 
cost of the T'NES rotor to be an order of ma,anitude greater 
than that of a 1 :.nv wind turbine. The generator should cost 
approxi mate ly the same as an equivalently sized generator 
for a conventional ·.vind turbine. Thus, the balance of system 
costs could apparently be li mited to 5 to 1 0% of the tower 
cost and would therefore have a much lesser imoact on 
COE . . \gain this result is corroborated by Kornreich, Kottler, 
and ,Jennings [19] . 

S U \I:.\L\RY XND CO�CLUSIONS 

Over the ;>ast few years an extensive body of knowledge has 
been developed on the potential of the Tornado Wind Energy 
System f or cost effective wind energy conversion. Research 
and development has ;>rogressed to the point where several 
conclusions can be formulated includin<5: 

o T".e TWES apparently suffers severe physical li mitations 
[Jrecludinr;; performance at cost competitive power 
coeffi cients. Prospects for attaini� [)ower coefficients 
significantly above 1).20 with <;>rac tical tower designs are 
not promtsing. A 9ower coe fficient approaching 2.0 
would be needed to be cost competitive. 

o Given the :;Jerformance levels demonstrated to date the 
cost of energy (COE) for a T;VES would exceed that 
estimat�d for the \IOD-2 bv more than one order of 
:;; agnitude. P�ospects for

· 
achieving a TWES COE 

si gnificantly less than S0.50 ikiVh (l '379 doll ars) also :�e 
not prom isin'5. 

o T�e 7ornado �Vind Ener5Y System .:oes not sho,N :my 
substantial Drom ise of im Drovin<Z on either the 
;>erfor :nance

-
or cost of energy - attainable by a 

conventional horizoi1tal or vertical axis wind turbine. 
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